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The design principles necessary to create functional and
dynamic contemporary mosques can be hard to grasp for
those unfamiliar with the Islamic faith. 'Design Criteria for
Mosques and Islamic Centers' provides an easy-to-use
and practical set of guidelines for mosque design,
illustrated with 300 line drawings. Case studies of urban
mosques in New York, Washington, Boston, and London
and Birmingham amongst others, demonstrate how
mosques and Islamic centers have evolved to integrate
into the urban scenario. The book also compares tenets
from Western and Eastern religious and secular
philosophies and discusses their relation to architectural
creation, place-making, meaning, and identity. The book
shows how mosques fulfill multiple faith-based and social
roles through their design; it provides a wide-ranging,
basic understanding of Islamic liturgical conventions and
secular functions to enable architects, designers, and
community advocates to work with confidence. 'Design
Criteria for Mosques and Islamic Centers' is the first
dedicated design guide for mosques and Islamic centers
available. • Features case studies from the USA, UK, and
Europe • Explains fundamental principles to make it easy
to create viable design solutions for these exacting
buildings that fulfi ll a range of social and religious roles.
Co-creation is fast becoming a buzz word in tourism.
Traditional approaches to value creation in tourism
suggest that operators and suppliers produce goods and
services which are consumed by tourists. The value
produced is usually measured in economic terms. CoPage 1/20
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creation challenges these assumptions, arguing that
tourism producers and consumers co-create value
together and that this value is more diverse than just
economic value. Technologies underpinning social media,
ratings and review tools and e-commerce are facilitating
the creation of diverse values, and have been responsible
for driving innovation in, for example, new business
models such as the collaborative economy. Social,
environmental, emotional, reputational and other kinds of
value may also be produced, and a wide range of
stakeholders, not just producers or consumers, might also
benefit from the value co-creation process. This edited
volume seeks to go beyond the dominant
business/management/marketing perspectives that focus
on the co-creation of market value and innovation, to
excavate complex and critical episodes of co-creation in
tourism. By engaging authors from both the academy and
beyond, it explores the rich historical linage of co-creation
and its contemporary practices. The chapters in this book
were originally published in Tourism Recreation Research.
Designing Interaction, first published in 1991, presents a
broadbased and fundamental re-examination of humancomputer interaction as a practical and scientific
endeavor. The chapters in this well-integrated, tightly
focused book are by psychologists and computer
scientists in industry and academia, who examine the
relationship between contemporary psychology and
human-computer interaction. HCI seeks to produce user
interfaces that facilitate and enrich human motivation,
action and experience; but to do so deliberately it must
also incorporate means of understanding user interfaces
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in human terms - the province of psychology. Conversely,
the design and use of computing equipment provides
psychologists with a diverse and challenging empirical
field in which to assess their theories and methodologies.
Textiles and fashion share a close and complicated
relationship. They have, however, traditionally been
considered separately. This is surprising given that
fashion is dependent, and to some extent shaped by the
type of raw materials (textiles) that are available. This
essential book provides the first comprehensive overview
of this symbiotic relationship. In Fashion and Textiles: An
Overview Gale and Kaur analyze fashion and textile's
cultural, industrial and social relationships, as well as how
the two fields compete with and influence one another.
Highlighting cultural differences and similarities between
the two industry sectors, this book includes varying
professional perspectives, information about key roles and
jobs, and practical considerations relating to economics,
design, manufacture and retail. A key text for a wide range
of courses on fashion and textiles, it is vital reading for
anyone hoping to pursue a career in either field.
Theory, Methods, and Applications
The Laboratory Rat
Urban Playground
Cruising World
Design Criteria for Mosques and Islamic Centres
Quality in Software, Interaction and Value
Hot Topics in Crystal Engineering covers the
design and synthesis of single crystalline
solid-state materials, their properties and
applications, focusing on the understanding
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and use of intermolecular interactions that
constitute single crystalline materials. Many
of the most modern materials, such as metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) capable of gas
storage and separation, and selective
entrapment of harmful substances, are the
result of the rational use of crystal
engineering. Topics covered in this work
highlight breakthroughs in this rapidly
developing field. This work offers a
carefully chosen cross-section of the latest
developments, some in their early infancy and
some covered for the first time. Provides
comprehensive and authoritative articles,
giving readers access to a wealth of
information to fully support their research
and activities Covers the latest developments
in crystal engineering, including topics
which are in their early infancy Written by
leading international experts
More than 250 photographs of the work nearly
40 leading designers in Phoenix, Tucson,
Scottsdale, and New Mexico.
A heuristic introduction to experimental
design; Optimum statistical experimental
design as a branch of mathematical
statistics; Definitios of the most important
experimental designs; Properties and the
construction of block designs; The nummber of
nonisomorphic elementary bib in restricted;
The analysis of block designs; The choice of
optimal experimental designs; Appendix.
There is an estimated 2.5 million epileptics
in the US and perhaps some 40 million
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worldwide. As research has become
increasingly molecular in scope, fewer
scientists are trained in the US on basic,
integrated epilepsy techniques. One
frustration in neuroscience today is the
application of state-of-the-art molecular
biology techniques to inappropriate animal
models of epilepsy - frequently resulting in
inconclusive results. Epilepsy research will
be increasingly undertaken by scientists welltrained in reductionist methodology, but who
may be unfamiliar with integrated, wholeanimal techniques. This situation appears
even more difficult considering there has
been no updated textbook on experimental
models of epilepsy over the last twenty years
- until now. Neuropharmacology Methods in
Epilepsy Research describes fundamental
methodologies and procedures in this field,
representing the only detailed text
concerning experimental models of epilepsy
published in the last 20 years. This guide
studies the reproduction of wellcharacterized and readily interpretable
experimental models of epilepsy to which
state-of-the-art molecular biology techniques
can be applied. Each chapter features:
Introduction - providing a brief background
and historical account of the techniques and
their use Methodology - describing equipment,
solutions, species, electrodes as well as
considering variations of techniques and
stimulation parameters Interpretations demonstrating the relevance of techniques to
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epilepsy as well as describing what exactly
is being studied and how the data is
appropriately applied to understanding
epilepsy Topics include electroshock,
chemoconvulsions, kindling, audiogenic
seizures, focal seizures, and brain slice
preparations. Discussions also include:
Recently developed seizure models, including
status epilepticus and massed trial
simulations Influence of circadian and
diurnal rhythms on convulsive activity
Behavior al and cognitive deficits associated
with anticonvulsant drug testing Technical
approaches, i.e. slice models, microdialysis
techniques, intracranial implant surgery,
audiogenic seizure testing, kindling
paradigms, and the rhythmic nature of
seizures This unique text provides a thorough
reference for the diverse methodologies
within this area of neuropharmacological
research - providing the basis for on-going
cellular and molecular investigations as well
as novel therapeutic approaches to the
treatment of epilepsy.
An Overview
Evolving Issues Surrounding Technoethics and
Society in the Digital Age
Artificial Receptors for Chemical Sensors
Psychology at the Human-Computer Interface
How Child-Friendly Planning and Design Can
Save Cities
Designing Interaction
This volume promotes engineering psychophysiology as a
discipline and demonstrates
its value to a new audience who
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we hope will consist of ergonomists, human factors
psychologists, and engineers. The editors use a broad
definition of what constitutes engineering, including all
aspects of the fields known as human engineering, industrial
engineering, and safety and systems engineering. The two
goals for the volume are reflected in the subtitle. The Issues
section introduces the components critical for the successful
application of psychophysiological methods to problems in
engineering. The chapters are intended to provide an
introduction for the reader who is unfamiliar with
psychophysiology and to provide the newcomer to the
discipline with an overview of the basic theoretical,
measurement, instrumentation, and experimental design
questions inherent in the use of psychophysiological
methods. The Applications section illustrates the many ways
that psychophysiological methods are already being used in
engineering applications. A broad definition of application is
used to include laboratory and simulation research, as well as
field studies, and all of the chapters address questions that
are relevant for applying psychophysiological methods in the
field. The editor's intent is to stimulate investigators to use
these methods in new problem areas; therefore, the content
of the chapters varies widely, from reviewing specific
psychophysiological measures to reviewing work performed
on specific engineering problems.
'This is an essential guide for anyone aspiring to teach in
Higher Education in the UK. Not just because it is packed with
practical tips and even lecture notes but crucially because it
explains the nature of university teaching in the wake of the
'widening participation' agenda... In summary this book is well
worth reading' - Educate Journal This is a book for tutors,
lecturers and teachers in further and higher education, who
need to teach their students how to study, learn and
communicate effectively.Page
Based
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and contents as Tom and Sandra's book Essential Study
Skills, which is itself based on many years experience of
teaching and mentoring students in higher education, this
book is intended to work with traditional and non-traditional
students. The material will be suitable for institutions
concerned with widening participation; with student retention;
with quality enhancement; with equal opportunities and with
professional and staff development. SAGE Study Skills are
essential study guides for students of all levels. From how to
write great essays and succeeding at university, to writing
your undergraduate dissertation and doing postgraduate
research, SAGE Study Skills help you get the best from your
time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills website for tips,
quizzes and videos on study success!
Written for both scholars and practitioners, this volume
focuses on the design, management, use and impacts of
Virtual Communities (VCs) from technological, social and
economic perspectives. It brings together peer-reviewed
research articles that give an in-depth review of the state-ofthe-art practices, and also shows opportunities for research
and practice in and around VCs.
In this book, authors working with Deleuzean theories in
educational research in Australia and the United Kingdom
grapple with how the academic-writing machine might
become less contained and bounded, and instead be used to
free impulses to generate different creations and connections.
The authors experiment with forms of writing that challenge
the boundaries of academic language, moving beyond the
strictures of the scientific method that governs and controls
what works and what counts to make language vibrate with a
new intensity. The authors construct monstrous creations, full
of vitality and fervor, hybrid texts, part academic part creative
assemblages, almost-but-perhaps-not-quite recognisable as
research. Stories that blur
the lines between true and untrue,
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re-presentation and invention. The contributors to this book
hope that something might happen in its reading; that some
new connections might be made, but also acknowledge the
contingency of the encounter between text and reader, and
the impossibility of presuming to know what may be.
Designing Commercial Interiors
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Virtual Communities: 2014
The Art and Craft of A Failure Detective
Maturing Usability
Neuropharmacology Methods in Epilepsy Research
The Laboratory Rat, Second Edition features updated
information on a variety of topics including: rat genetics and
genomics, both spontaneous and induced disease; state-ofthe-art technology for housing and husbandry; occupational
health, and experimental models. A premier source of
information on the laboratory rat that will be of interest to
veterinary and medical students, senior graduate, graduate
students, post-docs and researchers who utilize animals in
biomedical research. At least 50% new information than first
edition Includes topics on rat genetics and genomics,
occupational health, and experimental models The premier
source of information on the laboratory rat
Forensic Engineering: The Art and Craft of a Failure Detective
synthesizes the current academic knowledge, with advances
in process and techniques developed in the last several
years, to bring forensic materials and engineering analysis
into the 21st century. The techniques covered in the book are
applied to the myriad types of cases the forensic engineer
and investigator may face, serving as a working manual for
practitioners. Analytical techniques and practical, applied
engineering principles are illustrated in such cases as patent
and intellectual property disputes, building and product
failures, faulty design, airPage
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recalls, and civil and criminal cases. Both private and criminal
cases are covered as well as the legal obligation,
requirements, and responsibilities under the law, particularly
in cases of serious injury or even death. Forensic Engineering
will appeal to professionals working in failure analysis, loss
adjustment, occupational health and safety as well as
professionals working in a legal capacity in cases of produce
failure and liability—including criminal cases, fraud
investigation, and private consultants in engineering and
forensic engineering.
The first to provide systematically organized information on all
three important aspects of artificial receptor design, this book
brings together knowledge on an exceptionally hot and
multidisciplinary field of research. Strong emphasis is placed
on the methodology for discovering artificial receptors, with
both definitions for chemosensitivity as well as experimental
setups supplied. There follows coverage of numerous classes
of artificial receptors, including synthesis, immobilization on
surfaces, and quantitative data on properties. The third part of
the book focuses on receptor arrays for artificial nose and
tongue applications and the whole is rounded off with an
outlook and an appendix with all relevant quantitative data on
artificial receptors.
As well as dealing with the planning and design of modern
distribution systems, as opposed to more general aspects of
transmission and generation, this second edition of Electricity
Distribution Network Design (1989) updates its treatment of
computer-based planning and reliability. It also covers the
implications of international standards, network information
systems and distribution automation.
Environment Conscious Manufacturing
A Pragmatist Perspective for Design Research
Abstracts
New Zealand Libraries Page 10/20
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An Exclusive Showcase of the Finest Designers in Arizona
and New Mexico
Experimental Design
A detailed reference work that documents every aspect of the
American public library experience through topical entries,
statistics, biographies, and profiles. • Profiles of individual
libraries and biographies of important public librarians
Although important advances have been made in treating
epilepsy, we still await the miracle cure. Before looking forward
we must look backward and this book provides that glimpse into
the history of the development of treatment for epileptics. It brings
together material from diverse sources to give a coherent
narrative of the discovery and development of the drugs
commonly used today.
This volume has two goals. First, it intends to attract a
representative sample of the most significant empirical and
theoretical developments in the field of cognition and strategy.
Second, it intends to take stock of these developments by
proposing a preliminary synthesis of the disparate advances in
this field.
What type of cities do we want our children to grow up in? Cardominated, noisy, polluted and devoid of nature? Or walkable,
welcoming, and green? As the climate crisis and urbanisation
escalate, cities urgently need to become more inclusive and
sustainable. This book reveals how seeing cities through the eyes
of children strengthens the case for planning and transportation
policies that work for people of all ages, and for the planet. It
shows how urban designers and city planners can incorporate
child friendly insights and ideas into their masterplans, public
spaces and streetscapes. Healthier children mean happier
families, stronger communities, greener neighbourhoods, and an
economy focused on the long-term. Make cities better for
everyone.
Macroergonomics
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Writing with Deleuze in the Academy
A Guide for Tutors
Forensic Engineering:
Theatricalising Narrative Research on Women Casual Academics
Electricity Distribution Network Design

The design principles necessary to
create functional and dynamic
contemporary mosques can be hard to
grasp for those unfamiliar with the
Islamic faith. "Design Criteria for
Mosques and Islamic Centers" provides
an easy to use and practical set of
guidelines for mosque design,
illustrated with 300 line drawings.
Case studies of urban mosques in New
York, Washington, Boston, and London
and Birmingham amongst others
demonstrate how mosques and Islamic
centers have evolved to integrate into
the urban scenario. The book shows how
mosques fulfill multiple faith-based
and social roles through their design;
it provides a wide ranging, basic
understanding of Islamic liturgical
conventions and secular functions to
enable the architect and designer to
work with confidence. This book is the
first dedicated design guide for
Mosques and Islamic centers available.
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It features case studies from the USA,
UK and Europe. It explains fundamental
principles to make it easy to create
viable design solutions for these
exacting buildings that fulfill a range
of social and religious roles. -Publisher description.
Hotter temperatures, less arctic ice,
loss of habitat-every other day, it
seems, global warming and environmental
issues make headlines. Consumer-driven
environmental awareness combined with
stricter recycling regulations have put
the pressure on companies to produce
and dispose of products in an
environmentally responsible manner.
Redefining indus
The definitive reference on designing
commercial interiors-expanded and
updated for today's facilities
Following the success of the
ASID/Polsky Prize Honorable Mention in
1999, authors Christine Piotrowski and
Elizabeth Rogers have extensively
revised this guide to planning and
designing commercial interiors to help
professionals and design students
successfully address today's trends and
project requirements. This
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comprehensive reference covers the
practical and aesthetic issues that
distinguish commercial interiors. There
is new information on sustainable
design, security, and accessibilitythree areas of increased emphasis in
modern interiors. An introductory
chapter provides an overview of
commercial interior design and the
challenges and rewards of working in
the field, and stresses the importance
of understanding the basic purpose and
functions of the client's business as a
prerequisite to designing interiors.
This guide also gives the reader a head
start with eight self-contained
chapters that provide comprehensive
coverage of interior design for
specific types of commercial
facilities, ranging from offices to
food and beverage facilities, and from
retail stores to health care
facilities. Each chapter is complete
with a historical overview, types of
facilities, planning and interior
design elements, design applications, a
summary, references, and Web sites. New
design applications covered include
spas in hotels, bed and breakfast inns,
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coffee shops, gift stores and salons,
courthouses and courtrooms, and golf
clubhouses. In keeping with the times,
there are new chapters focusing on
senior living facilities and on
restoration and adaptive use. A chapter
on project management has been revised
and includes everything from proposals
and contracts to scheduling and
documentation. Throughout the book,
design application discussions,
illustrations, and photographs help
both professionals and students solve
problems and envision and implement
distinctive designs for commercial
interiors. With information on
licensing, codes, and regulations,
along with more than 150 photographs
and illustrations, this combined
resource and instant reference is a
must-have for commercial interior
design professionals, students, and
those studying for the NCIDQ licensing
exam. Companion Web site:
www.wiley.com/go/commercialinteriors
Over the last four decades, John
Dewey’s pragmatist philosophy has
formed an intellectual core in design
research, underpinning Donald Schön’s
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theory of reflective practice, the
experiential perspective in HCI and the
democratic commitments of participatory
design. Taking these existing
connections as a starting point, Brian
Dixon explores how deeper alignments
may be drawn between Dewey’s insights
and contemporary design research’s
concern with practice, meaning and
collaboration. Chapter by chapter, a
fresh intellectual approach is
revealed, one which recognises the
transformative power of doing, making
and knowing as a force for positive
change in the world. We see that, for
Dewey, experience comes first. It
connects us to surrounding world and
the society of which we are part; good
things can happen and new realities are
possible—we just have to work for them.
The implications for design research
are vast. We are offered a new way of
understanding designerly knowledge
production, as well as the
methodological implications of adopting
Deweyan pragmatism in design research.
Taken as a whole, Dewey and Design not
only draws out the value of Dewey’s
work for design research but also,
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crucially, offers a clear articulation
of the value of design itself.
Fashion and Textiles
Engineering Psychophysiology
Official Gazette of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Patents to the Secretary of Commerce
for the Fiscal Year Ended ...
Proceedings, New Technology for Coal
Mine Roof Support
Teaching, Learning and Study Skills
This book presents the research journey involved in sensitively
unearthing and re-presenting the lived experience of women
casual academics. The author weaves the as yet unvoiced stories
of women casual academics with a reflective account of a
narrative inquiry process. In doing so, she both critiques and
offers an alternative to masculine and traditional academic
discourse, and demonstrates the power of imagistic and
theatrical communication. The book situates the felt human
and post-human experience/s of narrative research alongside
the philosophical and theoretical research practices encountered
in an arts-informed narrative research project. Thus, the
author establishes valuable frameworks for planning,
undertaking and evaluating arts-informed narrative research; a
growing and vibrant area of education research. This
innovative work will be of interest to feminist researchers,
teachers and supervisors, as well as students and scholars of
women casual academics.
This book provides an understanding of how current research
and practice has contributed towards improving quality issues
in software, interaction and value. The book includes chapters
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on new methods/approaches that will enhance the field of
usability. A balance between theoretical and empirical
approaches is maintained throughout, and all those interested
in exploring usability issues in human-computer interaction will
find this a very useful book.
This is a new approach to the teaching of medicinal chemistry.
The knowledge of the physical organic chemical basis of drug
design and drug action allows the reader to extrapolate to the
many related classes of drugs described in standard medicinal
chemistry texts. Students gain a solid foundation to base future
research endeavors upon: drugs not yet developed are thus
covered! n Emphasizes the use of the principles of physical
organic chemistry as a basis for drug design n Discusses
organic reaction mechanisms of clinically important drugs with
mechanistic schemes n Uses figures and literature references
extensively throughout n This text is not merely a "compilation
of drugs and uses," but features selected drugs as examples of
the organic chemical basis for any and all drug design
applications
This book is the first to combine computational material
science and modeling of molecular solid states for
pharmaceutical industry applications. • Provides descriptive
and applied state-of-the-art computational approaches and
workflows to guide pharmaceutical solid state chemistry
experiments and to support/troubleshoot API solid state
selection • Includes real industrial case examples related to
application of modeling methods in problem solving • Useful as
a supplementary reference/text for undergraduate, graduate
and postgraduate students in computational chemistry,
pharmaceutical and biotech sciences, and materials science
Chrysler
Art, Architecture and Worship
Critical Issues in Tourism Co-Creation
Creating Monsters
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Design News
Computational Pharmaceutical Solid State Chemistry
This book's primary objective is to provide a
comprehensive coverage of ergonomics in
overall work system analysis and design. It
provides a summary of the historical
development of macroergonomics. It explains
how an understanding of macroergonomics can
lead to improvements in such things as
reducing work-related lost time accidents;
and describes
Primary and Secondary education is a
formative time for young students. Lessons
learned before the rigors of higher education
help to inform learners’ future successes,
and the increasing prevalence of learning
tools and technologies can both help and
hinder students in their endeavors. K-12
Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications investigates the latest
advances in online and mobile learning, as
well as pedagogies and ontologies influenced
by current developments in information and
communication technologies, enabling
teachers, students, and administrators to
make the most of their educational
experience. This multivolume work presents
all stakeholders in K-12 education with the
tools necessary to facilitate the next
generation of student-teacher interaction.
The advancement of technologies in the 20th
century has radically transformed the
interconnectedness of humans, science, and
technology within an evolving society.
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Evolving Issues Surrounding Technoethics and
Society in the Digital Age serves as an
interdisciplinary base of scholarly
contributions on the subject of technoethics,
a field that deals with current and future
problems that arise at the intersection of
science, technological innovation, and human
life and society. This premier reference work
leverages ethical analysis, risk analysis,
technology evaluation, and the combination of
ethical and technological analyses within a
variety of real life decision-making
contexts, appealing to scholars and
technology experts working in new areas of
technology research where social and ethical
issues emerge.
Spectacular Homes of the Southwest
The Organic Chemistry of Drug Design and Drug
Action
Sample Size Determination and Block Designs
K-12 Education: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications
Trademarks
Official Gazette of the United States Patent
Office
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